


The Creation of 
a Vibrant New 
City Centre 
Neighbourhood
An address tenants will aspire to live at.
An address designed to deliver you long-term 
investment success.
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INVESTMENT SUMMARY:

• 356 premium residential apartments

• Developed by Select Property Group

• Prime location in Manchester’s central business and 
retail district

• Completing in 2020

• 7% predicted annual yield

• 20% positive capital growth over build period

• Prices starting from GBP 265,000

• GBP 5,000 reservation fee + GBP 495 admin fee

• 15% payable on contract exchange

• Full Affinity Living management options available

Affinity Living 
Embankment West: 
An Overview

Two buildings. 
One exciting new 
neighbourhood. 

Take your place at Affinity Living 
Embankment West.

BUILDING 2 — 
EXCHANGE POINT

BUILDING 1 — LAURENCE PLACE
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A New Community.  
Your Tenants’ Home.
Affinity Living Embankment West is more than 
just a property development. 

Affinity Living Embankment West’s ground-floor communal facilities 
bring people out of their apartments, helping friendships and 
relationships to  thrive:

This is a neighbourhood of like-minded individuals. They attend gym 
classes together. They discuss business insights together. They meet 
and chat over coffee in the outdoor seating area.

STATE-OF-THE-ART 
GYMNASIUM

LOUNGE & 
BREAKOUT AREAS

COLLECT AND GO 
OUTSIDE SERVING HATCH

PRIVATE MEETING 
ROOMS

LUXURY FOOD & 
BEVERAGE OUTLET

OUTSIDE 
SEATING AREA

CO-WORKING SPACE

GYMNASIUM

COMMUNAL LOUNGE
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What This 
Means for You
Studies show that 75% of tenants are more likely to 
renew their tenancy if they know one other person 
in their building. This number rises to 90% for 
those that know two other people.

Furthermore, our luxury food and beverage outlet 
brings friends and non-residents to the site, helping 
to drive people from all over the city centre to the 
neighbourhood, creating desirability and further 
demand to live in this popular hotspot.

No other residential development in Manchester 
connects with the wider city area like this.

No other residential development in Manchester 
creates a sense of belonging like this.

Affinity Living Embankment West will become one of the most 
in-demand addresses in Manchester – and will drive your 

investment returns year after year.
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Affinity Living is Select Property Group’s 

purpose-built rental property brand.

Targeted specifically at Generation Y tenants, all 
Affinity Living projects place a huge importance on 
connecting with the wider neighbourhood – and 
this is what makes our properties different.

Over 1,500 Affinity Living 
properties under construction

Of course, we ensure our developments offer 
the finest quality apartments, comprehensive 
communal facilities and, crucially, the city centre 
locations where tenants want to live.

A Customer-Focused 
Approach to the 
Rental Sector

But Affinity Living exceeds these minimum 
requirements. 

By opening up communal facilities to friends of 
residents, we bring the city into our homes.

We believe that having an open and inclusive 
environment adds vibrancy and diversity to Affinity 
Living’s buildings. 

Our residents feel like they’re surrounded by 
friends and like-minded people – and it is this that 
will drive the rental interest from your tenants. 

This is what will drive your returns.

A Brand Overview

LAURENCE PLACE — AFFINITY LIVING EMBANKMENT WEST

HIGH-QUALITY 
APARTMENTS

PRIME CITY CENTRE 
LOCATIONS

STATE-OF-THE-ART 
FACILITIES

TOTAL VALUE OF 
DEVELOPMENTS IN 

THE AFFINITY LIVING 
PORTFOLIO

£ 262
Million
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Since the start of the 21st 
century, the population of 
Britain’s city centres has 
doubled in size. Between 
2002 and 2015, the number 
of people living in Manchester 
city centre increased by 149%.

Over two centuries, UK property has become one of 
the world’s most trusted investment assets.

MATURE. STABLE. PROVEN.

HIGH NATIONAL IMPORTANCE A LEGAL SYSTEM YOU CAN TRUST PERFORMANCE DETERMINED BY SUPPLY 
AND DEMAND

UK property prices can have a huge impact 

on national wealth. 

Therefore, the country’s property market 
performance is of high importance to the UK 
government.

Unlike some international property markets, the UK 

has a clear and comprehensive legal system. 

Britain is a primary centre for global litigation, with UK 
law often regarded as the best in the world.

Unlike equities and other investments, 
UK property performance is underpinned 
primarily on supply and demand 
fundamentals, rather than wider external 

economic factors. 

Right now, the UK is only building a fraction of 
the 300,000 new homes it needs each year. 

“British real estate is robust and 
resilient – a market that continues to 
go from strength to strength. Last year 
average values grew, so too did yields, 
and investment levels from buyers 
across the globe continue to soar.”

— ADAM PRICE,  

MANAGING DIRECTOR,  

SELECT PROPERTY GROUP

Investing in UK Property
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Manchester:  
A Hotspot of 
European Growth

A rising number of global investors, looking for a city with 
long-term growth projected to increase year on year, are 
turning to Manchester.

Why?

It’s officially one of Europe’s fastest growing cities. 
Investment in business, infrastructure and transport 
is pouring into Manchester, both nationally and 

internationally.

Multinational corporations, including Amazon and Hewlett 
Packard, have relocated here. 

Manchester is also the main UK destination for almost 
300,000 people who permanently move away from London 
each year.

The city’s population is soaring. Visitor numbers are rising. 
Business numbers are increasing.

So too is the demand for real estate in the city. For 
consecutive years, Manchester has been ranked as the UK’s 
best city to live in by the Economist Intelligence Unit.

And, with a property market with a significant undersupply, 
Manchester is generating strong returns for property 
investors like you – with even greater projections forecast.

Economic growth levels no other city can 
currently offer.

FAST FACTS:  

Manchester
REGION:  
North-west England

POPULATION:  
2.55 million (Greater Manchester 
area)

DISTANCE FROM LONDON:  
200 miles (322 kilometres); 2-hour 
direct train link

ECONOMIC OUTPUT:  
GBP 59.6 billion gross value 
added (GVA)
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A City That 
Connects the World
Manchester offers residents and travellers direct 
routes to other major cities in the UK and around 

the world. 

Manchester gives your tenants easy 

access to the rest of the UK.

New York
8 hours

Dublin — 1 hour Amsterdam — 1 hours

Manchester

Frankfurt — 1.5 hours
Zurich — 2 hours

Rome — 3 hours

Mumbai
9.5 hours

Singapore
13 hours

Dubai
7 hours

Paris — 1.5 hours

Madrid — 2.5 hours Beijing
10 hours

Hong Kong
11.5 hoursJeddah

6 hours

Cape Town
14 hours

London 2 hours

Leeds 45 mins

Sheffield	 45	mins

Liverpool 37 mins

Birmingham 1.5 hours

Glasgow 3.5 hours
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Manchester has one of the UK’s fastest growing 

economies.

It’s the UK’s biggest centre for commerce outside 
London. Across Europe, Manchester is renowned for 
its expertise in the fields of research, engineering, 
manufacturing and digital technology.

Some cities in the UK are projected to see a slowdown 
in economic growth in the coming years. Not 
Manchester.

More new businesses, more new graduates and more 
people wanting to live here. Manchester’s economy 
is projected to continuing growing in the long-term, 
helping to create the perfect investment landscape.

ECONOMIC OVERVIEW

 z Manchester’s economy doubled in size (1996 - 
2016) 

 z EY, one of the ‘Big Four’ accounting firms, 
forecasts continued economic growth for 
Manchester in the coming years:

 – Annual GVA of 2.2% by 2021, higher than 
the forecast for London

 – 16,300 new jobs to be created by 2021, the 
fastest growth in the UK

POPULATION

 z Manchester’s population increased 17% more 
than the average among major UK cities (1996-
2016)

 z In the city centre, the population grew by 32,400 
in just three years (2015-2018) 

BUSINESS

 z 58% rise in the number of businesses operating 
in Manchester (2014-2018) 

 z In 2018, Amazon announced a new corporate 
head office in the city  (in addition to their 
two Manchester fulfilment centres), while 
Hewlett Packard will also open new offices at 
Manchester’s Circle Square project, creating a 
combined total of 900 new jobs

GRADUATES

 z 69% graduate retention rate of Manchester’s 
universities, meaning over 68,000 new workers 
are added to Manchester’s economy each year

 z In addition, 36% of students originally from 
Manchester return to live and work in the city 
each year

TOURISM

 z 61 million travellers visit Manchester annually

 z These visitors contribute GBP 7.5 billion to the 

local economy 

A Rapidly 
Expanding  
Economy

A place to study. 
A place to do business. 

A place to call home.

Manchester is home to 
FTSE 100 companies, 
international and major 
global brands:
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Major Investment Projects
A number of high-profile projects are currently 
underway in Manchester.

Funded by local and national government and international institutional 
investors, these projects will transform Manchester. Bringing more 

growth. Driving investment levels. And making Manchester an even more 
accessible and attractive place to live for your tenants.

HIGH-SPEED 2 (HS2)

HS2 is the UK’s new GBP 56 
billion ultra-fast railway  – and 
Manchester will become a major 
hub on the new line.

The line will better connect the UK’s 
major cities, dramatically reducing 
journey times and increasing the 
output of regional economies.

New stations for HS2 are proposed 
at Manchester International Airport 
and Manchester Piccadilly train 
station.

The result? 

 z Journey times from Manchester 
to London will be cut to just 68 
minutes by 2032

 z Forecasts suggest up to a 
GBP 834 million increase in 
Manchester’s economic output 
as a direct result of HS2 

 z 19% uplift in business 
connectivity for Manchester-
based organisations

 z Residential property prices 
expected to also see a 
substantial uplift as a direct 
impact of HS2 

MANCHESTER 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
EXPANSION

A major transport hub, that 
connects the north of England 
to the world, Manchester 
International Airport is 
currently undergoing a major 
expansion.

A GBP 1 billion new ‘super 
terminal’ will be completed by 
2023. It means:

 z 40,000 airport jobs will be 
created in 30 years

 z An additional 10 million 
passengers will be able to 
travel through Manchester 
each year

 z Security queues will be 
reduced to just five minutes, 
vastly improving the airport’s 
overall traveller experience

Airport bosses also hope the 
expansion will attract more 
airlines to create new long-haul 
flights from Manchester to Asia 
and the east and west coasts of 
America.

BEELINES CYCLING AND 
WALKING ROUTES

Like many city centres around the 
world, people living in Manchester 
are reducing their reliance on 
their cars.

To encourage more cyclists and 
pedestrians in the city centre, Mayor 
of Manchester Andy Burnham 
recently announced the launch of 
Beelines, a GBP 1.5 billion upgrade 
of the city’s cycling and pedestrian 
routes:

 z 1,000 miles of safe cycling and 
walking routes in Manchester 
city centre and wider Greater 
Manchester 

 z The largest joined up network 
in the UK

 z 75 miles of segregated cycle 
lanes

 z Almost 90% of the city centre 
covered by the plans

PROPOSED HS2 TRAIN

PROPOSED NEW HS2 STATION AT MANCHESTER 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

PROPOSED ‘SUPER TERMINAL’  
— MANCHESTER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

PROPOSED MANCHESTER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
EXPANSION
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Research proves it – Manchester is 
delivering property investors the 

highest levels of growth in the UK.

Property prices are rising faster than 
anywhere else in the UK. Yields in 
Manchester are also among the highest in 
the UK.

While growth in other parts of the UK 
slows, investors in Manchester are 
enjoying healthy returns from a property 
market just at the start of its growth curve.

The Highest Returns from 
UK Property Investment

Why?

In addition to the economic development, 
job prospects and infrastructure 
investment that makes the city such an 
attractive place to live, Manchester has a 
significant undersupply of property.

So, while the demand for property 
continues to increase, current supply 
levels are struggling to keep pace from a 
rising population. 

It means your property in Manchester 
is projected to keep delivering healthy 
investment returns now and continually 
over the coming years.

“Manchester city centre and Greater Manchester as a region has swiftly become a 
desirable and immensely lucrative location in which to invest.” 

— JULIAN COTTON, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD 

“Manchester is one of the world’s greatest and most inspirational cities. The ten local 
authorities of Greater Manchester represent the largest functional economic area 

outside London. 

It is a world-class business and investment location with all the benefits and 
attractions of a vibrant European metropolis and recently hailed as one of the best 

cities to live in.”

 — JLL RESIDENTIAL 



HISTORIC PERFORMANCE

 z Property price growth in Manchester exceeded 
the UK average, with prices increasing more than 
anywhere else in the country (2013-2018) 

 z In the 12 months to June 2018 alone, average 
property values in Manchester increased by 7.4%

 – The UK average during this time was just 
4.6% 

 z Apartment prices in Manchester increased 51% in 
six years between (November 2011 – November 
2017) 

 z Since 2015, the price per sq.ft. of new-build 
residential properties in the city has risen 32% 

PROJECTED FORECASTS

Over the next three years, you will achieve among the UK’s 
highest short and long-term property investment returns in 
Manchester :Investing in 

Manchester Property: 
The Numbers You 
Need to Know

Average price growth

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Cumulative growth  
2018-2022

Manchester

6.5%

4%

3.5%

3.5%

3.5%

22.8%

UK average

1%

2%

2.5%

3%

3.5%

12.6%

Average rent price growth

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Cumulative growth  
2018-2022

Manchester

3.5%

3%

3%

3.5%

3.5%

17.6%

UK average

2%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

12.6%

PERFORMANCE EXCEEDING LONDON

 z In 2018, the average price of property in central 
London was GBP 1.6 million 

 – Manchester’s average price was GBP 206,734 

 z Property prices in London have increased just 
1.6% since January 2017

 – In Manchester, they’ve risen 6.7% during this 
time 

 z Yield growth in London is now the slowest in the 
country

 – Property in Manchester is generating 69% 
higher rental returns than London

PROPERTY UNDERSUPPLY

 z Manchester’s population is rising at 15 times the rate new 
homes are currently being built at 

 z City centre apartments are getting up to 10 enquiries per 
property – with some tenanted within one hour 

 z By 2022, residential housing delivery in Manchester will meet 
just 25% of annual demand 

Projected average residential price growth in Manchester 81% 
higher than the UK average

Projected average residential rent price growth in Manchester 
40% higher than the UK average
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Over one third of those born 
between 1980-1996 will now 

rent their entire lives 

Over 40% will still be renting 
by age 30; that’s twice as many 

as their parents’ generation

A DEVELOPMENT 
THAT ANSWERS 

GROWING TENANT 
DEMAND

Since the start of the 21st century, the population of 
Britain’s city centres has doubled in size. Between 

2002 and 2015, the number of people living in 
Manchester city centre increased by 149%.

Supply and Demand

Growing numbers of young people today 
(Generation Y) stream their movies on Netflix and 

hail Ubers. Renting, not owning. 

These people don’t view renting as a second-tier option. 
In fact, it’s their preferred lifestyle choice. If it gives 
them the best experience, they will actively choose 
to consume with no expectation of ever owning the 
product.

This subscription-based way of life has now extended 
to the UK’s property market. Renting purpose-built 
homes is the preferred lifestyle choice of Generation Y 
workers.

They want: 

 z The finest quality living spaces

 z Key communal facilities, such as gyms and co-
working spaces, under one roof

 z The city’s key transport, work and leisure hubs on 
their doorstep

And they will pay premiums to enjoy these features.

Demand for rental property in the UK will reach six 
million by 2025. But, there’s a significant undersupply. 
Just 100,000 purpose-built rental properties are 
currently in the delivery pipeline nationwide.

A Manchester Shortfall, Addressed 
by Affinity Living Embankment West

70,000 people now live in Manchester city centre – 

and most rent their apartments.

The city has one of the biggest Generation Y 
populations in the country. These young people, aged 
18-34, are a key demographic for Manchester’s rental 
market.

But while demand for rental property in Manchester 
city centre is rising, supply cannot keep pace. 

Between 2018 and 2022, 11,000 new jobs in the city 
centre are forecast to be created. However, just 4,000 
new purpose-built rental homes are projected to be 
delivered during this time.

“Manchester is therefore under-
supplied in respect of good quality 

and well-located residential 
schemes.” 

— MICHAEL HAWKINS, NATIONAL OFFICES 

DIRECTOR, COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL

Affinity Living Embankment West Will 
Capitalise on This Unanswered Demand.

Across the UK, 
increasing numbers 

of young workers are 
deciding to live in city 

centres, in purpose-built 
rental homes:

The development delivers on all the things 

Manchester’s Generation Y tenants are looking for.

But Affinity Living Embankment West goes beyond 
this. Through a combination of its facilities, first-class 
management and a neighbourhood community that 
establishes friendships, this development will make 
your tenants want to stay living in your apartment year 
after year.

The most in-demand address among 
Manchester’s expanding population 
of renters.

OUTSTANDING COMMUNAL 
FACILITIES 

CONTEMPORARY APARTMENTS 

A PRIME CITY CENTRE 
LOCATION

⅓ 40%
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Within walking distance of the city’s key employment 
hubs, popular stores and leisure spots, major 
transport links and education centres.

Close to Work. 
Close to Play.

Affinity Living Embankment West is located 
in the heart of Manchester’s central business 

and retail district.

At Affinity Living Embankment West, the city is on your 

doorstep.

EXCHANGE SQUARE — SELFRIDGES & HARVEY NICHOLS

SPINNINGFIELDS — MANCHESTER’S FINANCIAL CENTRE MANCHESTER PICCADILLY STATION

UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER
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ARNDALE SHOPPING CENTRE

CORN EXCHANGE (RESTAURANT DISTRICT)

MANCHESTER CATHEDRAL

NATIONAL FOOTBALL MUSEUM

PICCADILLY GARDENS

BEETHAM TOWER

MANCHESTER CENTRAL

MANCHESTER UNITED

MEDIA CITY (BBC / ITV)

MANCHESTER TOWN HALL

LOWRY HOTEL

CHETHAM’S SCHOOL OF MUSIC

VICTORIA TRAIN STATION

SPINNINGFIELDS (FINANCIAL CORE)

DEANSGATE (FOOD & BEVERAGE ENTERTAINMENT CORE)

CHAPEL STREET 

MANCUNIAN WAY

HARVEY NICHOLS

MANCHESTER ARENA

GREENGATE

MEDIEVAL QUARTER

NORTHERN QUARTER

N.O.M.A.

SELFRIDGES

AFFINITY LIVING EMBANKMENT BY SELECT PROPERTY GROUPAFFINITY LIVING EMBANKMENT BY SELECT PROPERTY GROUP20 21

MANCHESTER CENTRAL BUSINESS 
& RETAIL DISTRICT
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Manchester Victoria 
Train Station

Deansgate

University of Salford

Salford Central 
Train Station

Manchester Piccadilly 
Train Station

Chinatown

Abbey College

Royal Exchange 
Theatre

Arndale Shopping Centre

Northern Quarter

Centre for Chinese 
Contemporary Art

Printworks

Corn Exchange

Exchange Square

National Football Museum

Chetham’s School of Music

Manchester Art Gallery

Great Northern

St Philip’s C of E Primary

Trinity C of E High

Manchester 
International Airport

Manchester 
Metropolitan University

Royal Northern College 
of Music

University of Manchester

Manchester Royal 
Infirmary

Royal Manchester 
Children’s Hospital

Spinningfields

People’s History 
Museum

Manchester 
Opera House

Museum of Science 
and Industry

Sainsbury’s Local

Manchester Arena

Trinity Way

Victoria Bridge Bus Stop

Manchester

DESTINATION DISTANCE (MILES) TIME

SHOPPING, ENTERTAINMENT AND FINANCIAL

Deansgate 0.3 6-minute walk

Manchester Arena 0.3 6-minute walk

Printworks 0.4 9-minute walk

Exchange Square 0.4 8-minute walk

Corn Exchange 0.4 7-minute walk

Arndale Shopping Centre 0.5 9-minute walk

Northern Quarter 0.6 11-minute walk

Spinningfields 0.8 16-minute walk

Great Northern 0.9 19-minute walk

Chinatown 0.9 19-minute walk

Sainsbury’s Local 420 ft Adjacent to Embankment West

GALLERIES, THEATRES AND MUSEUMS

National Football Museum 0.3 7-minute walk

Centre for Chinese Contemporary Art 0.6 13-minute walk

Royal Exchange Theatre 0.5 11-minute walk

Manchester Art Gallery 0.9 19-minute walk

People’s History Museum 0.8 16-minute walk

Museum of Science and Industry 1.1 22-minute walk

Manchester Opera House 0.9 18-minute walk

TRANSPORT

Victoria Bridge Bus Stop  Next to Embankment West

Trinity Way 0.4 3 minutes by car

Manchester Victoria Train Station 0.5 10-minute walk

Salford Central Train Station 0.7 13-minute walk

Manchester Piccadilly Train Station 1.3 29-minute walk

Manchester International Airport 9.9 28 minutes by car

UNIVERSITIES

University of Salford 1.3 28-minute walk

Manchester Metropolitan University 1.2 25-minute walk

Royal Northern College of Music 3.2 10 minutes by car

University of Manchester 3.5 12 minutes by car

SCHOOLS

Chetham’s School of Music 0.3 6-minute walk

Abbey College 0.6 14-minute walk

St Philip’s C of E Primary 1 31-minute walk

Trinity C of E High 3.1 10 minutes by car

HOSPITALS

Manchester Royal Infirmary 3 13 minutes by car

Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital 3.1 17 minutes by car
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Affinity Living 
Embankment West: 
Gallery
Experience Manchester’s premier new 

neighbourhood.

COMMUNAL LOUNGE (ARTIST’S IMPRESSION)
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GYMNASIUM (ARTIST’S IMPRESSION)



CO-WORKING SPACE & MEETING ROOM 
(ARTIST’S IMPRESSION)



How Your Yield is Calculated

Conservative Forecast Price Appreciation Gross Rental (%) Rental Income (£) 

 

Pre-Completion £265,000 10%  

Year 1 £291,500 5% 6% £15,900

Year 2 £306,075 5% 6.30% £16,695

Year 3 £321,379 5% 6.60% £17,490

Year 4 £337,448 5% 6.90% £18,285

Year 5 £354,320 5% 7.30% £19,345

 

Total appreciation: £89,320    Total rent: £87,715 

Total return: £177,035      

Estimated ROI: 67%      

Positive Forecast Price Appreciation Gross Rental (%) Rental Income (£) 

 

Pre-Completion £265,000 20%  

Year 1 £318,000 7% 7% £18,550

Year 2 £340,260 7% 7.50% £19,875

Year 3 £364,078 7% 8.00% £21,200

Year 4 £389,564 7% 8.60% £22,790

Year 5 £416,833 7% 9.20% £24,380 

 

Total appreciation: £151,833    Total rent: £106,795 

Total return: £258,628      

Estimated ROI: 98%

We endeavour to ensure that any investment forecasts we provide are realistic and well-researched at all times 
from credible third-party market data, however we cannot ultimately warrant the accuracy of that information 
and cannot be held liable for any reliance you may make of /or put on it. Income, growth and cost projections 
may vary depending on market conditions and your own personal circumstances.

You won’t have to deal with all management 
related issues. This helps to ensure a hassle-

free investment process.

However, the added benefit of choosing our 
management service means that we can ensure 
your tenants enjoy the very best living experience.

Our expert residence teams are passionate about 
ensuring your tenants are always happy with the 
service we provide.

By delivering an experience that is unrivalled 
anywhere else in the city, your tenants will renew 

to stay in your apartment every year.

With Affinity Living Embankment West, you 
retain full control over the management of your 

investment:

 z You can arrange the management yourself 
through a third-party of your choice

 z Or, Select Property Group can manage it for 
you via its dedicated in-house management 

team

A Management 
Service That 
Will Retain 
Your Tenants

Why Choose a Fully Managed 
Solution?

Take Your Place at This 
Landmark Address
Investing in Affinity Living Embankment West
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Typical Floorplan 
1 Bedroom Apartment 479 SQ.FT

Typical Floorplan 
2 Bedroom Apartment 633 SQ.FT

Lounge

Lounge

Bathroom

Bathroom

Bedroom

Bedroom Bedroom

Kitchen / Dining

Kitchen / Dining

EXCHANGE POINT — AFFINITY LIVING EMBANKMENT WEST


